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Edition 01: Confinement

I want Near Window to feel like a view from behind the nearest 
window of the world beyond; or, a view inwards from the outside.

Near Window’s ethos is about connecting emotionally; being 
unafraid to express emotion, and being unafraid to feel. This kind of 
writing is born out of my own need to connect, and out of my love 
of reading pieces that tap into what it really means to be a living, 
breathing, feeling human. 

I started writing Near Window as a way of keeping busy during 
confinement. Pretty soon, some of my friends wanted to write things 
with me. Everyone was making, and we all couldn’t make anything 
but things about the situation. About how weird it was to be inside 
all the time whilst the world was waking up; or about how it felt 
like we were all being cocooned within our apartments, and within 
ourselves.

All of the pieces in this first edition of Near Window were created as 
a direct response to confinement, and/or lockdown. As the months 
move on, the zine will continue to evolve, but its core motive of 
providing a view outside of yourself will continue. 

The pieces in this inaugural edition range from the contemplative 
to the ridiculous. We’ve got poetry, creative non-fiction, and flash 
fiction pieces along with beautiful art and illustration. I also picked 
pieces that have a true sense of humour about them. What better way 
to make and forge connections than to make each other laugh, and 
to laugh at ourselves?

I hope you enjoy this inaugural edition of Near Window as much as 
I’ve enjoyed putting it together!

-- 

If you want to read the posts that started all this you can find them, 
and other projects, on abyssdiving.wordpress.com
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A note from the editor



avo on toast
 
on this bad old earth, eco-fascist
brewing hops in a shitbrown bathtub
this is kind of landscape we’re working with, sis
the only child at a birthday party still dressed by 
its mother
I text you saying, Hug & mean
the reason the sky is beautiful
is its ashamed
to be enjoying time without us
I drank wine in my underwear at 10am
     I was a purple gash across the far wall
          hit unduly by morning light
       & this necessitated performance
                you are
                  most of all a deep throb
                  spaghetti bolognese lipstick
pearls I find in all expanding corners
like soft anxiety
at the tail of a joy spurt
most friends do not leave but fade  
 in a manner less compelling than memories
or like God
he opined before
always do as I do, it gets me off

Avo on 
     Toast

Words: Al Anderson
Artwork: Liana Maher
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I have become obsessed with Adam Driver.

I don’t know if it’s my age or the isolation or what, but I am 
obsessed.

If you go into the search part of my Instagram, it is literally 
all Adam Driver based content; ‘Adam Driver as Kylo Ren’, 
‘Adam Driver SNL’, ‘Adam Driver topless holding a mountain 
goat around his neck’. The algorithms are making it worse. 
They’re putting every single bit of Adam Driver content that 
there is in the world in front of me all of the time. Feeding my 
obsession. I consume it like biscuits or pringles or cigarettes. 

Last night I watched a montage video some fan put together 
from various films and tv programmes where Adam Driver 
holds babies. That’s all he does in the montage, hold babies.

I’ve watched the slow-motion video of him learning fights 
and doing stunts for Star Wars like thirty times now. The one 
where his hair flicks oh so slowly as he swings his massive 
arms around wielding a lightsaber. 

I go through phases where I’m a bit obsessed with people. 
Like, obviously, I wouldn’t actually stalk them or anything 
creepy, but I watch videos about them, read articles about 
them, cruise around their online fan accounts. I’m too fickle 
to make an actual fan account for anyone myself. I like too 
many different people at the same time to ever commit to 
just one. I’d honestly have like fifty fan accounts to maintain 
if I made one for every person I’ve been obsessed with. 

Being obsessive isn’t cool, and it isn’t sexy either. Even just as 
a word it sounds gross, desperate. 

When I was younger, I was obsessed with Rupert Grint, the 
one who plays Ron Weasley in the Harry Potter movies, and 
I used to think about what I would say if I met him. I had this 
plan, this idea, that I would say ‘You’re Rupert Grint! Wow. 
Oh my god. I really loved you in Thunder Pants’… which 
would make him laugh because obviously I wouldn’t know 
him from Thunder Pants right? Obviously I would know him 
from Harry Potter, but by making that joke I’d show him I 

was funny and clever and not afraid of famous people, and 
probably exactly the kind of girl he should be going out with. 

I remember being eleven, sitting in the living room at home 
and rewinding and rewatching the moment in the first film 
where they’re playing the giant chess game and Ron says 
‘Knight to H3’. Thinking about how brave he was, sacrificing 
himself so Harry and Hermione could go through to the 
next stage of the challenge. I’d fantasise about kissing him, 
pushing my face into a pillow, or my forearm or hand. I’d 
daydream about visiting his house, meeting his mum and 
dad and all of his siblings. 

When I was that age, I didn’t really have any shame about 
obsessing over people, or about fancying them. I was pretty 
ferocious. That comes later I think, the shame.  

Do you remember Ursula, from The Little Mermaid? I think…
and this is going to sound gross right but…I think I might have 
got…a bit turned on by her. Don’t, I know, I know, I know that’s 
fucking weird but I just remember watching her in the film 
and being like ‘hm that’s interesting, I feel something about 
that’. But when you’re that age your sexuality is defined by 
the characters you see on tv. Like everyone fancied Robin 
Hood even though he was a fox. No one wants to talk about 
what the fuck was going on in their head at the time but it’s 
a fact. 

At least I was learning about those sorts of feelings from 
Disney and Harry Potter and not fucking PornHub like kids 
today. That’s fucked up.

Anyway. I’ve started watching Girls, for Adam Driver 
obviously, and this is going to be an unpopular opinion but, 
I’m really not that into it. I know I’m meant to be like, ‘wow 
that’s so me am I right ladies?!’, but I’m just not. It’s ok. It’s 
fine. Like it does something for lots of people so that’s totally 
fine, but it’s not amazing. 

I think I don’t like stuff which thinks it knows you already. 
Basically, anything that has inspired some marketing director 
to say ‘this is gonna totally resonate with women in their 

Adam Driver &
other Obsessions
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20’s, right?! This totally sums them up!’ Only algorithms 
know what I want…though I guess they are programmed by 
marketing people…whatever.

Most of my fantasies pivot around me being desired or 
revered in some way. When I’m in the shower I practice what 
I’ll say when I win an Oscar, or a Nobel Peace Prize, or when 
Vogue interviews me. Fame and fortune. Though I’m pretty 
sure you don’t get those things from sitting in your pants, 
obsessing over the lives of famous people. 

I think I just love to daydream. Obsessing is a bit like that. 
Making stuff up in your head cos it feels good and passes 
the time. 

Like I said though, it’s probably just the isolation. I don’t think 
it’s meaningful or says anything about who I am or want I 
want or need. What you obsess over at 3pm on a Tuesday 
has nothing to do with who you are the rest of the time. 
Besides, everyone ends up in some pretty shameful places in 
their head when no one’s watching.

--

Words: Bridie Donaghy
Artwork: Luke Richmond
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Extract from sketchbook (optical telegraphs by the sea)
Robert McKenzie



A fly came to visit this afternoon; a clandestine rendezvous. 
I had nothing to offer him but a cracker, not knowing what 
flies like, and not wanting to make tea.

Bonjour monsieur fly, say I, would you like to stay for a 
cracker? The fly whizzes around the room in response - 
which I take to be the affirmative - and I leave him a cracker 
on the table and say what do you think about the state of 
the economy? The fly whizzes around the room which I 
think means what does it matter if the capitalist framework 
tanks? Perhaps that will mean that we can build something 
new from its ashes. So I say very astute monsieur fly, are you 
sure you don’t want a tea? And he whizzes around the room, 
which I take to be the negative, which is good because I was 
only being polite and I actually cba to make a tea. So I say 
have you read the Hunchback of Notre Dame? I’m reading it 
and it’s very good. You’re probably the only person who has 
managed to see the Birdseye view Hugo talks of in chapter 
3 – do you think it’s beautiful? 

The fly lands on the curtain and says Paris is most beautiful 
when seen from the air in high spring, when the rooftops 
range away from u like the ragged edges of a hastily cut 
hem and the freshness of the morning distills the air so that 
it looks like heaven. The bells, when they ring, sound like 
angels calling. Before anyone is awake but the baker, before 
the smog cloud has risen to the roof of the sky, before sound 
is born, that is when Paris is most beautiful. When she sings.

I look at the fly on the curtain, I do not agree. oh no, Monsieur 
fly, says I, oh no. 

Paris is most beautiful when she is alive and awake and full 
of people. When the boulangerie lady says “Avec Ceci?”, and 
When the bus driver is grumpy. When there are children 
laughing. When there are verres on terrasse. When she 
is alive and breathing and full like a hive buzzing, making 
honey and she rumbles like an old machine. Paris breathes, 
Paris murmurs, Paris shrieks and cries and howls and roars. 
She is not only beautiful when she sings. 

The fly looks disgruntled and boops himself into the window 
as if to say What would you know? You’re in here and not out 
there. There is no Paris for u anymore. Only these walls and 
these windows & ur closest boulangerie. Paris is mine and it 
is always quiet now and I like it that way.

I think monsieur fly has rather outstayed his welcome. Fuck 
you monsieur fly. He boops the window again, takes another 
turn of the room, and then quite without warning he zooms 
past my head and out of the window as if to say: fuck u, too. 

He didn’t even touch his cracker.

-- 

Words: Lucy Wallis
Artwork: Lucy McDonald

A visitor
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“Paris is most 
beautiful 
when seen 
from the air in 
high spring”



Large
Window



Where I sit the windows are large, I find comfort in them. I 
feel blessed to sit here, at my parents’ home, a familiar place 
in an unfamiliar moment. I daydream about projects I could 
be working on, encounters I could be having, none of these 
thoughts different from any normal daydream of mine. The 
question arises: how often am I daydreaming from windows 
while not confined to them? At this moment, I cannot 
remember a time I didn’t gaze from a window for some time 
of my day.

I think back to the views from past windows, in various cities, 
different states, apartments I lived in, locations I felt comfort 
( or discomfort ) in. I think about what my constructed 
daydream would look like if I was confined as I am now, in 
those previous windows.

In the spring, the courtyard in my Columbus, Ohio apartment 
would regain its life: the fountain would be uncovered 
and cleaned, the bleak color of winter would break out 
into yellows and neon greens. The historic buildings’ large 

windows open up towards the courtyard, welcoming the 
spring breeze into the apartment. I have accidentally torn 
down every blind on my windows throughout my time in 
college.The lack of time and money has created maximum 
viewing by default.

The building is large and quiet, residing on a busy downtown 
road, in a historic, private side of the city. My second story 
window is perched over the courtyard, with a view of the 
street from my bedroom. Finding myself content and blessed 
to have such cinematic viewing angles for this isolation.  In a 
city where I feel safe and find inspiration, my daydreams in 
isolation would have been optimistic, I believe. 

My daydream from the large window drifts to the thought of 
my next apartment, a cockroach filled building in Richmond, 
Virginia. Remembering the shaky 2nd floor porch I could 
escape to cease fire from the heat seaking pests. The 
windows in my living room leading to a 3 foot gap of light 
only to be met by another brick building. My bedroom 
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window, glazed and scratched glass panels make up the inside 
of the frame, years overdue for replacing. So on the porch I 
daydream. I imagine myself feeling blessed to feel the fresh air 
from the trash can lined alleyway, despite its displeasing visual 
experience. I am confident my comedic sense of humor and 
appreciation for the sun would add some relief to this overall 
experience of isolation. Hell, the cockroaches alone posed 
more of an annoyance than a virus. And certainly  from the 
perch of my second floor balcony, the door blocking me from 
the pests, would provide me with an overwhelming sense of 
comfort, along with the warm Virginia spring air.

From my large window I think about a year removed from 
my cockroach filled apartment, just a quartermile down the 
road in Richmond, my newest apartments wood floors and 
air conditioning, the modern cabinets in the kitchen. My 
workspace is more ergonomically correct, my shoulders rest 
with a little more comfort knowing no roach is plotting behind 
my back. One minor fallback is I cannot open my window to 
daydream, a tradeoff I gladly accept. I face the road and watch 
cars pass all day, I’d imagine in this situation the traffic would 
slow, creating for a visual example of how life has been altered. 
I think I may shy away from the lack of traffic and painted shut 
windows and just gaze at my nice wood floors.

As I write this I gaze out of my parents large window, back home 
in Ohio and not alone. My daydream about past moments and 
old windows has worked me through another beer. Wondering 
how I could spend my daydreams better.

-- 

Words & photos: Joseph Lewis
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vines break
 through constraints to places
we could never    reach, 
without words against our tongues, and language 
between our 
                                      teeth. 
coiled plants pick apart    cement until the 
wall
tumbles, twisting 
their
       way, brown to grey to green,
until their bodies are      
  unconstrained,
interweaving up from dust, breathing, reaching,
climbing to enlightenment: Ivy. 
untamed and unrestrained, bound -
          to a woman’s name

Words: Georgia Conlon
Artwork: Image: Liana Maher
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C O N T R I B U T O R S
Lucy Wallis - Editor

Lucy Wallis is a writer from London who can 
currently be found in Paris pretending to live the 
dream. Her first full length work is due to be released 
by Repeater Books in 2021. You can find her on 
Twitter and Instagram on @thelucylist, and she blogs 
at abyssdiving.wordpress.com where this zine was 
first born. 

Emily Smith - Creative

Emily smith is a Freelance Designer and Illustrator 
based in the Netherlands.  You can find her on 
instagram @hoiem.design.

Al Anderson

Al Anderson is a writer from Birmingham. Some 
recent poetry can be found in DATABLEED, 
Lighthouse, No Issue, The Suburban Review and two 
anthologies from Pilot Press. He is a PhD Candidate 
in Creative and Critical Writing at the University of 
East Anglia and lives in Norwich.

Georgia Conlon

Georgia Conlon is a senior school English 
Teacher based in London. She writes at her blog 
theisolationbookclub.wordpress.com. Georgia had 
her first poetry win in 2019, in the Swanwick and 
Writing Magazine annual Poetry Prize, with her 
poem Young Love vs.

Bridie Donaghy

Bridie Donaghy is a London-based writer, producer 
and performer. You can find her on twitter @Bridie_
Donaghy

Joe Lewis

Joe Lewis is a documentary filmmaker and 
photographer from Columbus, Ohio. Joe loves 
moments of wandering and observing, from light 
to architectural scapes to humans. He is focused on 
creating imagery that draws from and comments on 
cultural anthropology and how one moves through 
social engagement of space. You can find him and his 
work on instagram @joelewis_

Liana Maher

Liana Maher is a London-based artist who works to 
capture the myriad expressions of femininity and 
the dream state wanderings of the mind. Her black 
and white drawings composed of simple yet surreal 
lines create a world that can be stepped in and out of, 
giving the viewer space to create their own personal 
stories and connections with the works. You can see 
more of her work at @lianamaher_artist

Lucy McDonald

Lucy McDonald is an illustrator/ audio creator from 
London. She loves all things auditory and visual, and 
can most often be found with a big set of headphones 
on, and a pencil in hand. You can find more of her 
work on instagram @lucy_walks_about_

Robert McKenzie

Robert McKenzie is a mixed media artist from 
Nottingham currently living and working in London. 
He graduated from Wimbledon college of art and has 
exhibited in a number of group exhibitions, including 
the Slate Project’s  exhibition Demimonde. His work 
currently focuses on depicting the jetsam and flotsam 
of history and the way they wash up in the public 
consciousness. You can find him and his work on @
what_with_things_being

Luke Richmond

Luke Richmond is a primary school teacher 
from London. When he’s not marking books and 
planning lessons he tries to find time to draw 
because his therapist said it is good for him. You 
can find him at @expletivesdeleted and his art at @
expletivesdrawleted.
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“Reclining at the Window”
Liana Maher


